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Ports in India
Mission

The past year has been eventful, yet difficult for the ports sector. In March this year, the Major Port Authorities Bill, 2020 was introduced in Parliament to
empower major ports for greater efficiency on account of full autonomy in decision-making. With this, the long pending industry demand of modernising
the institutional structure for major ports has finally been met. 

The outbreak of Covid-19 has, however, presented unparalleled challenges and impacted the sector in multiple ways - limited workforce availability,
unclaimed import cargo lying at ports, restrictions on vessels calling at ports, delays due to compliance requirements, blank container sailings, etc. Most
of the private ports and terminals also invoked the force majeure clause.

Cargo throughput at ports has been severely hit due to subdued global trade volumes. The major ports handled about 705 mt of traffic during 2019-20,
less than their annual target of 725 mt. During April-August 2020, major ports handled 245 mt of traffic, registering a decline of 16 per cent over April-
August 2019. With regard to non-major ports, during April-August 2020, the traffic declined by 17 per cent vis-à-vis the corresponding period in 2019.

A slew of measures such as the deferment of revenue share for PPP terminal operators, extension of free storage time, exemption from container detention
charges on exim shipments, waiving of the late fee and reduction of pilotage and berth hire charges were initiated. The ministry also issued specific
guidelines with regard to cost escalations for PPP projects on account of the pandemic.

While the sector continues to grapple with the Covid-19 induced slowdown, ports have made sure they carve out a way to enhance their operational
efficiency through the adoption of new technology solutions such as e-office and e-passes for electronic cargo clearance. 

Meanwhile, the existing technology solutions such as container scanners, automated gates and delivery orders and the launch of SWIFT and ICEDASH
for a single-window customs interface helped operators sail through these difficult times.

While global headwinds and disruptions in the supply chain are expected to impact traffic at ports at least in the near to medium term, the MoS is expected
to soon launch its Maritime Vision for 2030 with an aim to make port charges competitive and give a fillip to inland waterways, shipbuilding and cruise
tourism. The ministry also plans to bring in the landlord model for all ports, which will see ports being operated by private players.

The sector continues to offer substantial opportunity under the Sagarmala programme, inland waterways and coastal shipping. The National Infrastructure
Pipeline (NIP) has projected a capital expenditure of Rs 1.21 trillion for the ports sector during the period up to 2024-25. 

Having said that, for effective and timely execution of projects, the process for obtaining clearances, land acquisition, etc., needs to be fast-tracked. The
creation of adequate infrastructure (connectivity, draught, etc.) as well as access to finance will be a key enabler for projects and for investments. Besides,
acceleration of digitalisation must be a top priority in the post-Covid-19 era.

The mmission oof tthis cconference iis tto hhighlight tthe eemerging ttrends aand nnew iinitiatives iin tthe pports ssector, uunderstand tthe iimpact oof CCovid-119 oon
operations, pprojects aand iinvestments, ddiscuss tthe iimpact aand pprogress oof kkey ggovernment pprogrammes, aand iidentify tthe kkey sstrategies aand ssolutions
relevant iin tthe ppost-CCovid eera. TThe cconference wwill aalso sshowcase bbest ppractices aand eemerging ttechnology aand eequipment ssolutions.

Target Audience

The eevent iis eexpected tto ddraw pparticipation ffrom eexecutives, mmanagers aand ddecision-mmakers ffrom:

- Major and minor ports - Renewable energy developers
- State port departments - Insurance and pension fund companies
- Dredging companies - Legal firms
- Consultancy organisations - Commercial banks
- Surveyors and investigators - Maritime boards
- Investors/Private equity firms - Contractors
- Industry analysts - Shipping companies
- Financial institutions - Equipment manufacturers
- Private and public port operators - Logistics companies
- Captive port and jetty operators - Tax advisory firms
- Technology providers - Management consultants
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AGENDA/STRUCTURE

RECENT TTRENDS, CCHALLENGES, IIMPACT OOF CCOVID-119 AAND OOUTLOOK IIN
LIGHT OOF CCOVID-119

What have been the key trends and developments in the ports sector?
What are the key issues and challenges?
What has been the overall impact of Covid-19 on the sector?
What has been the industry response to the pandemic? What will be key
priority areas in the post-Covid world? What is the outlook for the sector?

GOVERNMENT PPERSPECTIVE: TTOWARDS VVISION 22030
What has been the progress so far? What are the new requirements that
have emerged during the Covid-19 outbreak?
What are the government's plans & target under the Maritime Vision for 2030?
What are the key requirements for the modernisation, mechanisation and
digital transformation of ports under the Sagarmala programme?
What will be the key priority areas in the post-Covid era?

SAGARMALA PPROGRAMME: PPROGRESS SSO FFAR, CCOMPLETION TTIMELINES
AND CCHALLENGES 

What is the component-wise progress of Sagarmala programme?
What are the targets and timelines?
What are the key issues and challenges faced in project implementation? 

DEVELOPER/OPERATOR PPERSPECTIVE: EEXPERIENCE, CCONCERNS AAND
FUTURE SSTRATEGIES 

What has been the experience so far?
What has been the impact of Covid-19 on operations and capacity
addition plans?
What are their expectations from the government and port trusts?
What are the unresolved issues and challenges?

DIGITAL TTRANSFORMATION OOF PPORTS: PPROGRESS SSO FFAR, IIMPACT OOF
COVID AAND FFUTURE PPOTENTIAL

Which are the areas that have recorded a great deal of progress and which
are the areas that are currently lacking?
What has been the impact of Covid-19 on port modernisation projects?
What steps are the port authorities taking to deal with cybersecurity threats?
How are the ports gearing up to increase the level of technology adoption
in the post-Covid world?

PORT UUSERS' AAND CCUSTOMERS' PPERSPECTIVE: EEXPERIENCE AAND
EXPECTATIONS

How has the customer experience at Indian ports evolved over time?
What are the new and emerging requirements? What are the key issues
and concerns?
What are their expectations from port operators?

FOCUS OON TTRADE FFACILITATION: CCUSTOMS EEXPERIENCE, IISSUES AAND
FUTURE DDEVELOPMENTS

What steps have been taken for customs procedures facilitation at Indian
ports, especially in light of Covid-19?
What are the key issues and challenges?
What are the new and upcoming initiatives?

OPPORTUNITIES IIN CCOASTAL SSHIPPING 
What is the current scenario with regard to the movement of goods
through coastal shipping?
What steps have been taken to promote coastal shipping?
What is the future outlook?

GREEN PPORTS: NNEW RREQUIREMENTS, KKEY IINITIATIVES AAND FFUTURE
PLANS

What steps/initiatives have been undertaken by port authorities to meet
energy requirements through green sources?
What steps have been undertaken to meet IMO green norms on vessels
plying in domestic waters?
What new initiatives or developments can be expected in the next few
years?

FOCUS OON IINLAND WWATERWAYS: EEXPERIENCE SSO FFAR, UUPCOMING
OPPORTUNITIES AAND FFUTURE PPOTENTIAL

What has IWAI's experience been so far? What is the current scenario with
regard to the movement of goods through inland waterways?
What are the key steps that have been taken to promote the transportation
of cargo through inland waterways, both intra-country and inter-country
(Bangladesh, Bhutan, Myanmar)?
What are the issues and challenges?
What is the future outlook?

NEXT-GGEN TTECHNOLOGIES AAND AAUTOMATION SSOLUTIONS ((COVID AAND
POST-CCOVID EERA)

Automated gates with optical character recognition
Artificial intelligence (AI), 
Big data and cloud computing,
Blockchain and machine learning
Drones and robotics, 
Remote sensing and GIS
What are the kinds of automation solutions relevant for the post-Covid
era?
What have been the latest innovations?
What are the global advancements and best practices?
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Previous Participants
ABB, AABC DDubash, AACO, AAdani DDahej PPort, AAdani HHazira PPort, AAdani PPorts, AAddValutech SServices, AAdel SShipping && LLogistics ,, AAditya BBirla //Dahej
Harbour aand IInfrastructure, AAeromarine, AAfcons, AAlar IInfrastructure, AAmbuja CCement, AAngre PPort, AAnvil AAttachments, AApollo TTyres, AArcelor MMittal,
Arya OOffshore SServices, AASB SSystems, AAurotrans, AAvendus CCapital, AAxis CCapital, BBAM HHiggs && HHill LLLC, BBaumer, BBeckett RRankine, BBeumer, BBharat
Petroleum CCorporation, BBMT CConsultants, BBoskalis, BBothra SShipping SServices, SSarat CChatterjee && CCo. ((VSP), BBuhler, CC aand BB EElectronics, CCargo
Partner LLogistics IIndia, CCargotec IIndia, CCavotec, CCentral WWarehousing CCorporation, CChennai PPort TTrust, CChettinad MMangalore CCoal TTerminal,
Cochin SShipyard, CConceptia SSoftware TTechnologies, CCoresonant SSystems, CCOWI, CCRISIL RRisk aand IInfrastructure SSolutions ((CRIS), DDedicated
Freight CCorridor CCorporation oof IIndia, DDeepak FFertilisers aand PPetrochemicals CCorporation, DDeloitte, DDetox GGroup, DDHI, DDKC IInternational SSolutions
LLP, DDow CChemicals, DDredging SSolutions, EElectroMech, EEMG AAutomation IIndia MM, EESRI, EEssar PPorts, EExcelsource IInternational, FFabritech
Engineers, FFLSmidth, FFugro, GGandhi AAutomations, GGE, GGlencore, GGmmco, GGopalpur PPort, HH SSA LLegal, HHaitong SSecurities, HHargreaves, HHill
International PProject MManagement, HHindalco, HHindustan PPetroleum CCorporation, HHOCHTIEF, HHorizon GGeosciences, HHPCL-MMittal PPipelines ,,HR
Wallingford, IICICI BBank, IICRA, IIDBI, IIHC PParts && SServices ((India), IIL&FS MMaritime, IIMS SShipping, IIndia FFuturistic MMarine, IIndian OOil, IIndian PPort
Rai CCorporation, IInfinium SSolutionz, IInternational SSeaport DDredging, IIOT, IIRM OOffshore aand MMarine EEngineers, IISDPL, IITD CCementation, JJ.M. BBaxi
& CCo, JJan DDe NNul, JJCB IIndia, JJM BBaxi, JJSW ((Dharamtar PPort),Kale LLogistics, KKanon LLoading EEquipment BB.V., KKargwal CConstruction, KKCT, KKeller
India, KKfW IIpex-BBank, KKNK SShip mmanagement, KKolkata PPort TTrust, KKonecranes, KKongsberg GGeoacoustics, KKongsberg MMaritime IIndia, LL && TT
Financial, LL&T GGeostructure, LL&T HHeavy CCivil IInfra, LL&T IInfrastructure EEngineering, LLaxyo EEnergy ,, LLion RRubber, LLogix IITS, MMaharashtra MMaritime
Board, MMagnetic AAutoControls, MMantrana MMaritime AAdvisory, MMarine aand CCoastal CConstruction SService, MMcElroy SSales aand SService IIndia, MMeans
Infrastructure, MMitsubishi, MMorgan SStanley, MMormugao PPort TTrust, MMumbai PPort TTrust, NNational IInstruments, NNational MMarine AAnd IInfrastructure
India, NNorinco, NNYK LLine, OOdfjell, OOiltech EEngineering, PParadip PPort TTrust, PPetronet LLNG, PPhillip CCapital, PPortAll, PPortrucks EEquipments, PPradhan
Engineering, PPrudent IInsurance BBrokers, PPTC FFinancial, PPwC, RReach DDredging, RReinforced EEarth IIndia, RRites ,, RRolls RRoyce MMarine, RRoyal IIHC,
Saab TTechnologies, SSagta, SSBI CCapital MMarkets, SSeapole, SSeaport OOPX PPty/DHI, SShapoorji PPallonji AAnd CCompany, SShardul AAmarchand MMangaldas
& CCo, SShoft SShipyard, SSiemens, SSmag PPeiner GGrabs ((India), SSmiths DDetection VVeecon SSystems, SSogreah GGulf, SSojitz IIndia, SSouth AAsia GGateway
Terminals, SSREI FFinance, SSterling aand WWilson, SStrata, SSungrow, SSunil CChemical, SSupra EEngineering, TTakraf, TTata SSteel, TTCS, TTIL, TTouax TTexmaco
Railcar LLeasing, TTramin RResearch && CConsulting, TTransin LLogistics, TTrelleborg, TTuticorin PPort, UUltra TTech EEnvironmental CConsultancy && LLaboratory,
Unison IInsurance BBroking SService, VV&V CComptech, VV.O. CChidambaranar PPort TTrust, VVan OOord, VVE CCommercial, VVedanta, VVolvo GGroup IIndia, VVolvo
Penta, VVopak, WWartsila, WWSP GGroup, etc.
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PROJECT SSHOWCASE: PPLANS, PPROGRESS AAND OOPPORTUNITIES
Greenfield pports
Container tterminals
Smart pport ccities
Dredging
Port cconnectivity, MMMLPs aand FFTWZs
Others

- What are some of the noteworthy projects (under
implementation/awarded)?

- What are the targets and timelines? What are the new opportunities and
investment requirements?

- What are the key issues and challenges?

IMPROVING PPRODUCTIVITY: SSPOTLIGHT OON PPORT HHANDLING EEQUIPMENT
What are the key challenges faced in terms of improving productivity? 
What innovative port handling equipment can be deployed to improve
productivity?
What are the global advancements?

EMERGING AAREAS: CCRUISE TTOURISM, RROLL-OON, RROLL-OOFF, SSHIPBUILDING
AND SSHIP-RREPAIR

What are the new emerging areas of growth for Indian ports (roll-on, roll-
off, cruise shipping, shipbuilding and ship-repair)?
What are the upcoming projects and opportunities?
What are the key issues and challenges?
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What differentiates our conferences?

The agenda is developed by our researchers, who track the sector round the year. It is thus relevant and topical. It is

not driven by a particular organisation and does not have a particular slant.

The speakers are professionals and experts involved in the sector, not a mix of ambassadors, ministers, celebrities and

business owners.

The conferences do not just comprise panels and speeches; they provide a good mix of expert ppresentations and case

histories, and of course panel ddiscussions.

We have representation from across tthe ccountry, as is the case at our physical conferences too.

Each stakeholder ggroup – policymakers, developers, financiers, consultants and relevant NNGOs – is represented at our

conferences.

The moderators merely ask the questions. The stars are the speakers themselves.

The sessions bbegin aand eend oon ttime.

There is adequate time for a Q&A ssession with each sspeaker. These are not “hit and run” speeches.

The delegates are professionals who are vested in the sector, and are not just assembled through social media.

A recap of the conference is also made available to reinforce the key takeaways.

Delegate benefits (Virtual Conference)

Direct interaction with senior speakers (Q&A facility)

Easy connectivity to geographically dispersed delegates (click of a mouse)

Cost effective (lower ticket price as compared to a physical conference)

Offers flexibility and convenience 

Access to conference recording

Recap of conference sessions

Contributes to sustainability and lower carbon footprint

Benefits of sponsorship (Virtual Conference)

E-Meet influencers and decision-makers/

Reach out to and engage with new or active prospects

Generate high quality sales leads

Increase brand recognition

Target a captive and engaged audience

Drive website traffic through social media promotions

Position your company as the thought-leader in your industry
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Registration Fee

INR GST@18% Total IINR Total UUSD

1 LLogin 9,000 1,620 10,620 150

2 - 33  LLogins 15,000 2,700 17,700 250

4 - 55 LLogins 21,000 33,780 24,780 350

6 - 99 LLogins 27,000 4,860 31,860 450 

10 - 220 LLogins 33,000 5,940 38,940 550

GST @@18 pper ccent iis aapplicable oon tthe rregistration ffee.

Registration wwill bbe cconfirmed oon rreceipt oof tthe ppayment. 

Organisers

The conference is being organised by India IInfrastructure PPublishing, the leading provider of information on the infrastructure sectors in India. The

company publishes Indian IInfrastructure magazine. It also publishes the Ports iin IIndia, DDredging iin IIndia, CContainer MMarket iin IIndia and Logistics iin IIndia,

research reports; Ports && SShipping NNews (a weekly newsletter) and the Ports DDirectory aand YYearbook.
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Please ssend wwire ttransfer ppayments tto:
Beneficiary India Infrastructure Publishing Private Limited 
Bank Name The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Ltd
Bank Address R-47, Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi-110048, India

Bank Account No. 094179587002
Swift Code HSBCINBB
IFSC Code HSBC0110006
GSTIN 07AAACI5880R1ZV

Sponsorship 
opportunities are 

available

Payment PPolicy: 

Full payment must be received prior to the conference. 

Payments for “early bird” registrations should come in before the last date of discount. Discount offers cannot be combined with any other offer.

Conference fees cannot be substituted for any other product or service being extended by India Infrastructure Publishing Pvt. Ltd.

18th Edition

PORTS IN INDIA
Trends, IIR Initiatives, NNew OOpportunities && SStrategies ffor tthe FFuture  

November 26-27, 2020


